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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the results announced in [7] for the group 
SO(2n) and obtain one important geometric consequence (cf. Theorem 
7.1). 
Let G be a semisimple, simply connected Chevalley group defined over 
a field k. Let T be a maximal k-split torus and B a Bore1 subgroup BI> T. 
Let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup, P 3 B. Let W (resp. W,) be the 
Weyl group of G (resp. P). Let L be the ample generator of Pic(G/P). For 
H-E wywp, let X(rt:) = BwP (mod P) be the Schubert variety in G/P, 
associated to bt’. Let P be of classical type (cf. [ 12, 14]), i.e., the associated 
fundamental weight o satisfies (0, tl*) < 2, for all positive roots a (here 
( , ) denotes a W-invariant scalar product on Hom( T, G,) 0 Q and 
(0, sl*) = 2((w, x)/(2, 2)). Given a pair (T, ~0) of elements in W/W,, we call 
it an admissible pair (cf. [ 12, 14]), if either r = cp or there exists a sequence 
5=To>?,> ... >5,=cp (in W/W,) (*) 
such that X(T,) is a Schubert divisor in X(r,- 1), 1~ id r, say 7, = T,- ,sg, 
(for some positive root pi) and (0, j?:) = 2. 
* Partially supported by the NSF under Grant DMS-8701043. 
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In [12] (cf. [12, Theorem 5.101) it is shown that H’(GJP,, L,) has a 
canonical Z-basis {P(T, cp)} indexed by the set of all admissible pairs in 
W/W,. In [ 141 (cf. [14, Remark 3.81) it is shown that if {Q(T, cp)} is the 
Z-basis of the Z-dual of H”(GJP,, Lz) dual to {P(r, cp)} then 
Q(r, cp) = X-,, ...X-s,Q(~, cp), 
where Q((p, cp) is the extremal weight vector corresponding to cp and X-, 
is the element in the Chevalley basis of Lie G associated to the root --pi 
(Dls being the roots associated to any sequence as in (*) above). 
Let now G be classical. For M: E W, let e(~,) denote the point in G/B 
corresponding to ~9 and X(w) denote the associated Schubert variety in 
G/B. In [15], it is shown that for ~1, r~ W, with e(~)~X(bt.), the Zariski 
tangent space T(MT, T) to X(,V) at e(r) is spanned by 
i 
x-p, P=(R+) 
for all (E,, p) such that 
X-Bp(E-,~)=cp(t,~),cEk*,p(j.,~)I.,,,.,fO I 
(here R+ denotes the set of positive roots relative to B). Now it can be seen 
easily that X-,p(%, ,u)=cp(s, r), c~k*, if and only if X-,Q(t, t), when 
written as a Z-linear combination of the elements Q(0, 6), involves Q(i, p) 
with a coefficient that is non-zero in k. Thus the determination of the 
singular locus of X(w) is reduced to the computation of XDQ(r, t), for all 
r such that er E X(w). In [8] (see also [6] ), we have given an explicit 
description of Q(i., p) for the case of a classical group. Using this descrip- 
tion, we obtain (cf. Section 4) the expression for X-,Q(r, r) as a Z-linear 
combination of the Q(0,S)‘s. As a consequence we obtain (cf. Propositions 
5.1 and 5.3) explicit descriptions of singular loci of Schubert varieties 
(results similar to Theorem 1 of [ 151). We may observe that Propositions 
5.1 and 5.3 are fine improvements over Proposition 3 of [15]. Using the 
explicit descriptions of the singular loci, we obtain the following result. 
Let H = SL(2n), 
E= 
Znx2n 
and g: H+H, the involution a(A)=E’A-‘E. Now G=S0(2n) can be 
identified with H”. Further we obtain a canonical identification (cf. 3) of W 
as a subgroup of S,, ( = the Weyl group of H). For a IV E W, let Y(w) (resp. 
X(M?)) be the Schubert variety in H/93 (resp. G/@‘), associated to M’ (here 
a denotes a Bore1 subgroup in H). Using the results on singular loci, we 
characterize (cf. Theorem 7.1) the u% for which Y(M~)” =X(w) scheme 
theoretically. Similar results for the symplectic and odd orthogonal groups 
are proved in [9, lo]. For the case of the symplectic and odd orthogonal 
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groups, we have Y(ic)” = X( ii’), set theoretically for all NE IV (in the case 
of the symplectic group. we have in fact (cf. [9]) that Y(M,)“= A’(ir,). 
scheme theoretically, for all iv E W). But in the case of G = S0(2n), we find 
that there can exist IV’S for which Y(Iv)” is not irreducible. In fact, we 
characterize (cf. Theorem 7.3) the M.‘S for which Y( 1~)~ = A’( 1~). set theoreti- 
cally (equivalently, Y(ic)” is irreducible). The existence of N*‘S for which 
Y(vv)” is not irreducible is the reason for the Briihat order 3 in U: 
being different from the order induced from the Briihat order in S,, (cf. 
Section 3 ). 
The sections in this paper are organized as follows: Sections 1 and 2 
contain some preliminaries. In Section 3, we describe W(SO(2n)) as a 
subgroup of Sz,. the Briihat order in W(S0(2n)), the involution 0, and the 
Chevalley basis for Lie(SO(2n)). In Section 4, we make explicit computa- 
tions of KDQ(r, r), r E W, PE r(R+ ). In Section 5, we obtain an explicit 
description of the singular locus of a Schubert variety. In Section 6, we 
prove some lemmas required for the results in Section 7. In Section 7, we 
prove the main result (cf. Theorem 7.1), giving a characterization of the IV’S 
for which Y(ic)” = X( iv), scheme theoretically. 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMIXARIES 
Let G, be a semisimple, simply connected Chevalley group scheme over 
the ring of integers Z (for many basic facts on Chevalley groups see [ 171). 
We fix a maximal torus subgroup scheme T, and a Bore1 subgroup scheme 
B, containing T,. We talk of roots, weights, etc.. with respect o T, and 
B,. The Weyl group scheme N(T,)/T, (N( T,) = normalizer of T,) is a 
constant group scheme and hence we talk of the Weyl group W of G,. Let 
Q, be a parabolic subgroup scheme of G, containing B, and We, the 
Weyl group of Q,. For r~ w/W,, let X,(r) denote the Schubert sub- 
scheme associated to r. namely, the Zariski closure of B,r in G,/Q, 
endowed with the canonical reduced structure. For any field k, the base 
change of X,(T) by Speck -+ Spec Z coincides with the Schubert variety 
Xk(t), the Zariski closure of B,r in Gk/Qkr endowed with the canonical 
reduced structure (here, for any field k, we denote the objects obtained by 
the base change Speck + Spec Z with the suffix k). 
Recall that we have a canonical partial order in W/ Wa defined as 
follows: For 7,) t2 in Wl WQ, we say that r, 2 7z if X,(7,) 2 X,(7,) (this 
partial order in v/W, can also be defined in a combinatorial manner). 
Recall that dim X,(r) = f(7), where 1 denotes the length function on W/W,. 
Let P, be a maximal parabolic subgroup scheme of G, containing B,, 
with associated fundamental weight o. For r E W/W,, let us denote by 
[X,(r)] (k a field) the element of the Chow ring Ch(G,/P,) of G,/P, deter- 
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mined by X,(t). Let Hk denote the unique codimension one Schubert 
subvariety of G,JP,. It can be shown that 
CJ-,(~)l . [H/cl = 14 C~,c(cp,)l. di > 0, 
where . denotes multiplication in Ch(G,/P,) and the summation on the 
R . H. S. runs over the set of all Schubert subvarieties of X,(r) of 
codimension one. By a formula of Chevalley (cf. [2] ), the d, is expressed 
as 
di= I(r(w), a*)[ . =2 Itstw)7 ai)l 
tcri9 ‘%i) > ’ 
where xi is given by cp, = s,,t. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We call d, the multiplicity of X,(cp,) in X,(r) and 
denote it by m(cp,, 5). 
2. CLASSICAL FUNDAMENTAL WEIGHTS AND ADMISSIBLE PAIRS 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Cf. [ 12, 143 ). A fundamental weight o (or equiva- 
lently the associated maximal parabolic subgroup scheme P, or Pk) is said 
to be of classical type if 
I(w,cx*)l (=2%) <2, for every root 2. 
If o is of classical type, then by the formula of Chevalley (cf. Section l), 
it follows that di6 2. It can be seen that conversely, if d, < 2 for every 
TE y/w,, then P is of classical type. 
Remark 2.2. If Gk is a classical group, then every maximal parabolic 
subgroup of G, is of classical type and conversely it can easily be seen (e.g., 
referring to the tables in [ 11) that if every maximal parabolic subgroup of 
Gk is of classical type, then Gk is classical (assuming Gk to be simple). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X,(cp,) be a Schubert divisor in X,(t) (where (pi, 
t E w/W,) with multiplicity dj (cf. Definition 1.1). If di = 2, then we refer to 
X,(rp,) as a double divisor in X(t). 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (Cf. [ 12, 141). Let X,(q) be a double diuisor in Xk(z), 
where t, cp E FV/ W,, P, being a maximal parabolic subgroup of classical 
qpe. Then T = s,cp for some simple root z. 
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DEFINITION 2.5 (Cf. [ 12. 141). Let t. cp E l+‘/ Wp,, where P, is a 
parabolic subgroup of classical type. The pair (t, cp) is said to be an 
admissible pair if either 
(1) r = cp (in which case it is called the trivial admissible pair) or 
(2) there exists a chain 
T=T,,>T,>T2> '.. >T,=Cp, 
where X,JT~+ ,) is a Schubert divisor in X,(r,) occurring with multiplicity 
2 (i.e.. X,(r,+,) is a double divisor in Xk(~;)), O<i<r- 1. 
Remark 2.6. Whenever (t, cp) is a non-trivial admissible pair, we refer 
to a chain as in (2) as a double chain or a double path. In fact, we have 
(cf. [3, Proposition 4.21) if (7, cp) is a non-trivial admissible pair, then any 
chain (or path) from r to cp is double. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Given EVE W: W, and an admissible pair (T, cp) in 
W/W,, (5, cp) is said to be an admissible pair on X(,V), if u’ > r. 
3. THE GROUP W(S0(2n) j AND ITS BR~~HAT ORDER 
In this section, as well as the sections that follow, we fix our base field 
k and denote G,, P,, B,, etc., by just G, P, B, etc. Let 
Z= {(a,, . . . . ad) 1 a, < a, < . . . < ad, ai being integers}. 
We have a natural partial order > on Z, namely, 
o (a,,...,a,)~(b,,...,b,) 
a, 2 bi, 1 <i<d. (1) 
This partial order among d-tuples will be used in the sequel, in 
describing the Briihat order in W. Further, for any d-tuple (z,, . . . . zd) of 
integers, we let 
(z,, . . . . z,)t = {the tuple (z,, . . . . zd) with the integers 
z,, . . . . zd arranged in ascendmg order. 
The set We of Minimal Representatives for VI W,. 
Given a parabolic subgroup Q, the set WQ is given by 
wQ= {WE w~I(ws,)=I(M~)+ 1, aESp) 
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(see, for example, [ 111; here S, denotes the set of simple roots associated 
to Q). For t’ E WQ, the Schubert variety X(W) in G/B maps birationally 
onto its image under the canonical projection G/B -+ X G/Q. In particular, 
we have dim X(W) = dim X(X( w)). 
The Special Linear Group SL(n) 
Let H= SL(n). It is well known that W= S, and for Q being the 
maximal parabolic subgroup Pd given by 
we have 
WPd=((i)=(il,...,id)I1<i,<iZ< ... <i,dn). 
Partial Order in W(SL(n)). For \tll = (a, . ... .a,) and w2 = (6, . ... .b,,), 
M’, bvZ ES,, it can be easily seen that 
wz 2 wL 0 (6,) . . . . bd)’ 2 (a,, . . . . an)‘, l<d<n-1. (*I 
Note that the condition (*) is equivalent to the condition that 
71d(X(1~2))~~d(X(u’,)), 1 <d<n- 1, rrd being the canonical projection 
G,/B-+GJPd, 1 dddn- 1. 
The Special Orthogonal Group SO(2n) 
Let k’ be a (2n)-dimensional k-vector space together with a non-generate 
symmetric bilinear form ( , ). Taking the matrix of the form ( , ) (with 
respect o the standard basis {e,, . ..) ez,} of V) to be 
we may realize G = SO(V) as the fixed point set of a certain involution u 
on H = SL( V), namely, G = H”, where 0: H + H is given by a(A) = 
E(‘A)-‘E. Thus 
G=S0(2n)= {AESL(2n)(‘AEA=E} 
= {AESL(2n)IE(‘A)-‘E=A) (note E-’ = E) 
= H”. 
481/130/l--9 
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Let T(G) = (T(H))“; B(G) = (B(H))“. Then it follows that T(G) is a 
maximal torus in G and B(G) is a Bore1 subgroup in G. Further 
T(G) = 
Also, it can be seen easily that 
LieG= {AEM~,IE’AE+A=O). 
We note that the following hold (cf. [ 131): 
I. Let N( T(G)) be the normalizer of T(G) in G. Then N( T(H)) is 
stable under c and 
N(T(G))=N(T(H))“. 
II. The canonical map 
WT(G))IT(G) + N(T(W)IT(W 
is an inclusion, i.e., W(G) can be canonically identified as a subgroup of 
ww (=&n). 
III. The involution cr induces an involution on W(H). If up = 
(a,. . . . .aZn)E WW, then CT(w) = (b, . . . . *b2,), where bi = 2n + 
l-a Zn + , ~ i. Further 
W(G) = (VW)” 
and hence 
W(G)= { (a1s..a2n)ES2n 
(1) ai=2n+ 1 -a2n+,pir 1 ,<i<2n 
(2) #{i, l<i<nIai>nj is even 1 ’ 
Thus w = (a, . ..a.,,)E W(G) will be known, once (a, . ..a.) is known. 
IV. Denoting R(H) (resp. R+(H)) the set of roots of H with respect 
to r(H) (resp. the set of positive roots with respect o B(H)), we can iden- 
tify (cf. [l]) R(H) with {si-sj, i#j, l<i, j<2n} and R+(H) with 
{.ci - E,, 1 < i < j< 2n) (here, {Ed}, 1 < i < 2n, denotes the canonical basis of 
X( T,,,) = Hom( T,,,, G,), T,,, being the maximal torus in GL(2n) consisting 
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of all the diagonal matrices). We see easily that 0 induces an involution on 
J4 T,,, 1, namely, 
a(-%)= -&2n+IL;, 1 <i<2n. 
Further c leaves R(H) (resp. R+(H)) stable and R(G) (resp. R+(G)) can 
be identified with the orbit space under CJ of R(H) (resp. R+(H)) minus the 
fixed point set under (r. Hence we have 
1 <i<j<n 
ldi<j<n. 
V. The simple roots in R+(G) are given by (~~-a~+,, l<i<n--1 
and E,- , + E,}. Let us denote by {fIi}, 1 < i,<n, the simple reflections in 
W(G), namely. 
Bi = reflection with respect o &i - si+, , ldidn-1 
and 
8, = reflection with respect to E, ~, + E,. 
Then we have (cf. [l, p. 531) 
ei= SiS2npi, 
{ 
l<i<n-1 
~n~n-I~“+I~n~ i=n 
where si denotes the transposition (i, i + 1 ), 1 < i < 2n - 1. 
VI. For WE W(G), denoting by f(bc, W(G)) the length of u: in W(G), 
i.e., the length of a reduced decomposition of M’ with respect to the simple 
reflections {O,}, 1 d i 6 n, in W(G), we have 
f(w, W(G))=;(f(w, W(H))-m(w)), 
where m(,r)= #{iI 1 <i<n, ~!(i)=a~>n}, NV being the permutation 
w=(a, . ..a.,). 
VII. For NV E W(G), denoting by ,C(M~, G/B(G)) the Schubert cell in 
G/B(G) defined by )I’, we have C(MJ, H/B(H)) is stable under o and 
C( bit, G/B(G)) = (C( w, H/B( El)))“. 
VIII. The set Wpd. Let us denote W(G) by just W. 
For 1 < d< n, let P, be the maximal parabolic subgroup of G “obtained 
by omitting the simple root q,” (we order the simple roots as in [ 11). For 
M?E W, we shall denote by M M) the element in WPd representing the coset 
w w,. 
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For 1 <d< n. d# II - 1. it can be seen easily that the set Wpi can be 
identified with 
(1) l<a,<a,< ... <lq/<2n 
(2) For l<i<2n,ifk{u ,,..., u,),2n+l-i${u ,,... ,ud) 
(*I 
For d = n - 1, if it: E Wpd, then 
11’ = wui (mod Wpn-,), O<idn, i#n- 1, 
where 
ui= Id, 
i 
s 1”’ if i=n 
if i=O 
s,,sz,+, ..‘Sxnm;Sx, if 1 <idn-2 
(note that the set { u’ui, 0 < i < n, i # n - 1 > is totally ordered under Briihat 
order). Hence, for d= n - 1, WPd gets identified with a certain proper 
subset of (*) (in particular, for NJ, = (a, . . . . .uz,), u’* = (6,. . . .bzn), we 
can have )v?~“=~c’$‘-“, with (a ,,..., u,-,)~ and (b ,,..., b,-,)T being 
different). For )C E W, say iv = (a, . . . . a,,), we see easily that 
and 
JV’+” = least (under > ) in the totally ordered set Y, 
where 
IX. Briihut order in W(G) (cf. [ 161). For 1 < i < 2n, let 
i’=2n+l-i 
and 
/iI =min{i, if>. 
We shall denote the Briihat order in W(G) by 3. Given two elements 
b,!, = (a,. . . a,,), IV~=(C,. ... .c~,,), bvz+w, if and only if for l<d<n, 
we have 
(1) .ib,, . . . . bc,) 2 (e,, . . . . e,), 
where (b,, . . . . bd) (resp. (e,, ..,) ed)) is the set (c,, . . . . c,)’ (resp. (a,, . ..) q,)t). 
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then 
(2) Suppose for some r, 1 dr<d, and some i, O<i<d-r, 
={n+l-r,...,n} (in some order) 
#{j,i+ 1 <j<i+rlbi>n} 
#{j, i+ 1 <jdi+rle,>n) (*I 
should both be odd or both even (note that the Briihat order on W(G) is 
not induced from the Briihat order on W(H)). 
Following the terminology in [ 161, we refer to condition (2) above 
as “if (b,, . . . . bd) and (e,, . . . . ed) have analogous parts, then they 
are D-compatible” and we shall refer to { Ibi+,l, . . . . lb,+,/} and 
(lei+ ,I, . . . . le,+,l } as analogous parts. 
Remark 3.1. (a) Let (b,, . . . . bd), (e,, . . . . ed)o Wpd, where (6,, . . . . bd) > 
(e, , . . . . ed). Suppose that (b L ) . . . . bd), (e, , . . . . ed) have analogous parts. Then 
it is easily seen that the condition (*) above is equivalent to the condition 
#{j, 1 <j<dlb,>n) and #{j, l< j<dle,>n} 
are both odd or both even. (**I 
(b) Given 0~ W, say 8=(a,. ... .a,,), denoting byyy’, . . . . JJ~),, the 
first (n - 1) entries in 6ui, 0 < i < n, i # n - 1, we have 
( yy, (a, 9 ‘.., ii, . . . . a,- . . . . 
J%)= (a ,,..., a,,+,), i 
I7 4, l<i<n, ifn-1 
i = 0. 
Further, we have 
fY’*- ‘) = the least (under 2 ) in { JJ’/‘, . . . . J![~)~, Odi<n, i#n-1). 
(c) Given 8, WE W, say 8= (a,. ... .u~,,), M:= (6,. ... .bzn), we have 
(with notation as in (b) above) 
,,,(n-l)g+p-l) 
* (b ,, . . . . b,p ,)? 3 (y:“, . . . . y;‘# for some i, OGi<n, i#n- 1. 
Chevulley Basis for Lie(S0(2n)), the Lie Algebra of SO(2n) 
Now, the involution Q: SL(2n) + SL(2n), A H E(‘A)-’ E, induces an 
involution 
0: sl(2n) + sZ(2n) 
A+ -E’AE. 
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In particular, we have, for 1 d i. j< 2n: 
o(E,,) = -E,.,,. 
where i’ = 2n + 1 - i, j’ = 2n + I - j, and E, is the elementary matrix with 
1 at the (& j)th place and 0 elsewhere. 
Further 
From this we see easily that the Chevalley basis {H,, z simple, X,,, /I a 
positive root} for Lie G may be given as 
H 6 ~ 6 * L =Eii-E;+~.r+~+E~;+,)~.,i+,).-E,~;~ 
H En - L - 6, = L ~.>z- I + En., - E,,x - Et,- ~)~.l,t- 1)’ 
x Er-E,= E,- Ej,i. 
X.zl+.q=E~,-E~i~ 
X-,E,-E;,=E,i-E,y, 
X-,;,+~~)=Ei~i-Eij. 
For the rest of this section, we prove some lemmas which will be used 
in Sections 6 and 7. 
In the sequel, we shall represent a \V E W as an element of the symmetric 
group S2,,, by just its first n entries (since the first n entries determine H 
completely). Further, since the Briihat order on W is not induced from the 
Briihat order on SZn, we shall denote the Bri.ihat order on W by 3 and the 
Briihat order on Sz,, (as well as its restriction to W) by > L. For a root 
5~ ER(G), s, will denote the element in W which is the reflection with 
respect o x We shall, follow the notation in [ 1 ] for denoting the elements 
of ‘R(G). Also, in the sequel, we shall have occasion to consider the sub- 
group W, of SZn, where 
(note that W, can be identified with the Weyl group of the symplectic 
group Sp(2n)) (cf. [9, 131; also note that W is a subgroup of W,). We 
shall denote the order on W, (induced from the Briihat order on s,,) by 
2 L. In particular for two elements 0, H’E W,. say 0 = (a, . . . . uTn), 
M.=(c,. . . . . c2”), we have 
M’>Le 
- (c,, . . . . c,)T 2 (a,, . . . . a,)T, 1 <d<n. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let M!E W,, say )t’= (a, . . . . . a,,). For 1 < d<n, we 
define 
mJd)= #{a;, 1 <i<dlq>n) 
n,,.(d)= # ai, 1 di<d (1) 
ai>n 
(2) if lail =I, then /+ 1, . . . . no {la,l, . . . . la,l} 
(if d = n, then we denote m,,(d) by just m,.). Note that for a u’ E W,, we 
have \V E W if and only if m,,. is even. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let IVE W. We say, MT is D-good if whenever T E W, 
with u’ aL T, then v 3 2. (Note that for any )t’, r E W, if u’> r, then M, > L T, 
necessarily.) 
The following proposition gives a criterion for \V in W to be D-good. 
hOPOSITIO& 3.4. Let 1~ E W, say M’ = (c, . . . . . c,). Then 
w is D-good 0 
M*henetler n,.(d) > 0, for some d, 16 d 6 n, ck 6 n, d < k 6 n. 
Proof Let 1~ be D-good. If possible let d, k be such that d< k d n, 
n,.(d) ~0, and ck>n. Let I be the least integer dn such that 
f, I+ 1, . . . . nE {Ic,I, . . . . /cdl 1. The assumption that n,,.(d) > 0 implies that for 
at least oney, 16y<n,y’E {c ,,..., c,}, say c, = ?I’, where r d d. Let ck = x’, 
where x < I (obviously). Consider 
T=(C,...C,p, ?.C,+,...Cd...Ck-,XCk+,...C,) 
= (a, . . . a,, ), say 
(note that r E W, since m, = m,. - 2 is even). Now u’ 2 L z, but IV 8 5, since 
(c I, .-., cd)7 and (a,, . . . . ad)T have non-D-compatible analogous parts. This 
contradicts the hypothesis that M: is D-good. 
Let now u’ be such that whenever n,,.(d) > 0, for some d, 1 d d < n, ck d n, 
d-c k < n. If possible, let t E W be such that M, aL T, but ~,+r Let 
5 = (aI . . . . a,). Since IV + 5, there exists an integer d, 1 Q d< n - 1,‘such 
that (c,, . . . . c,)~ and (a,, . . . . ad)T have non-D-compatible analogous parts. 
Let 
(c I, ...3 Cd)f = (b, , . ..> bd) 
(a,, . . . . adJT = (e,, . . . . ed) 
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(note that (h,, . . . . h,,) 3 (e,, . . . . e,,). since lcaL r). Let 
[lb,+,1 ,..., Ib,+,l}=(lej+,I . . . . . le,+,l~={n+l-r . . . . . nj 
(in some order), where r is the maximum of the lengths of analogous parts 
in (6,, . . . . hd) and (e,, . . . . e,). Now, the non-D-compatibility of (h, , . . . . hd) 
and (el, . . . . e,) implies in particular that n,,.(d) > 0. Hence, we obtain 
ck<n, d<k<n (1) 
(by hypothesis). In particular, we have m,.(d) = m,. is even, which then 
implies that m,(d) is odd (cf. Remark 3.1(a)). Hence, there is at least one 
k, d < k < n, such that ak > n (since m, is even). Further ak > (n - r)’ (since 
n, n - 1, . . . . n + 1 - IE { la,l, . . . . ladI 1). Now, the d-(i+r) entries 
e,+,+ ,, . . . . ed are all > (n + 1 - r)‘. Thus in r, we have at least d + 1 - (i + r) 
entries > (n + 1 - r)‘, while in IV, we have precisely d- (i+ r) entries 
(namely, b, + r + , . . . . . bd) > (n + 1 -r)’ (cf. (1) above). This contradicts the 
hypothesis that \V 2’ r. Hence our assumption is wrong. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. 
In the sequel, for two integers 1, m, 1 <I < m < 2n, we shall denote by 
(I, 01) the element in Sz, which is the transposition of I and m. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let LVE W. We say u: is E-good if, whenever T E W, 
bv+r, and u?aLr(j, k) and t(k’,j’), forj, k, 1 <j<k<n, then )v+~s,,~,~. 
Were s,,-,~ denotes the element in W which is the reflection with respect 
to the root E,-Ed. Note that if ~Y+zs,,~,~, then obviously u’ aL ~(j, k) and 
TW’, /I.) 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let ~3 E W. Then tv is E-good if and only if u’ is 
D-good. 
Proof Let M’ be E-good. If possible, let us assume that u‘ is not D-good. 
Let nl=(cl. . . . c,). Our assumption implies that there exist integers d, k, 
d < k Gn, such that n,.(d) > 0 and ck > n. Let 1 be the least integer <n such 
that f, l+ 1, . . . . n E { IcrI, . . . . Ic~I}. Now the fact that n,.(d) >O implies the 
existence of an integer r, I < r < n such that r’ E {cl, . . . . cd}. Let r’ = cj, for 
some j, 1 d j < d. Let ck = x’, where x c I (obviously). Consider 
t = It’s Ej f Ek (=(cl~~.cj_Ixcj+,...ck-,r...c,)) 
= (a,. ... .a,), say, 
and we have tt’ $ t, u’ >, L r(j, k) and z(k’, j’). But M’ + rS,,-.t, since 
(c,, . . . . c,)~ and (a,, . . . . ad)T have non-D-compatible analogous parts. Thus 
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IV is not E-good, which contradicts the hypothesis that M: is E-good. Hence 
our assumption that MJ is not D-good is wrong. 
Let now u’ be D-good. Let T e W, where T < u’. Further, let u! aL r( j, k) 
and r(k', j’), for some j, k, 1 < j < k d n. This implies u: > L TS,, Ek. Now the 
hypothesis that M’ is D-good implies that LV 3 TS,,~,~. Hence we obtain that 
w is E-good. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.6. 
~OPOSITION 3.7. Let w E W. Then w is D-good if and only if w -’ is 
D-good. 
Proof: Obivously, it suffices to show that if MI is D-good, so is c’. Let 
then MT be D-good and let q E W be such that ~7~ ’ aL cp. This then implies 
that )V aL cp- ‘. Now the hypothesis that \t’ is D-good implies that M:$ (p-l, 
which in turn implies that IV-’ + cp. 
4. COMPUTATIOK OF X-,Q(T) 
With notation as in Section 2, let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup in 
G, with associated fundamental weight o. Let V,, be the irreducible 
G-module (over Q) with highest weight CU. Let us fix a highest weight 
vector e in V,,. Let U denote the universal enveloping algebra of Lie G and 
U, the canonical Z-form in U, i.e., the Z-subalgebra of U spanned by 
X:/n !, r being a root of G. Let Ut (resp. U; ) be the Z-subalgebra of U, 
spanned by X”,/n ! (resp. Y./n !), n E N, 3~ a positive root. Let 
V, = U,e. 
Given T E W, T can be represented by a Z-valued point of N( T,) and we 
denote this by the same T. We set er = T .e E V, (note that e, is well-deter- 
mined up to a unit in Z, i.e., up to f 1). We call {e,} the extremal weight 
vectors in V,. Set 
v,(T) = u,+ er and v(T) = Vz(T)@z Q. 
Then we have (cf. [12, 141) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T E Wf W,, P being a maximal parabolic subgroup of 
classical type. Then there exists a basis {Q(J, p)) of the Z-module Vz(r) 
indexed by admissible pairs (& p) on X(T) having the following properties: 
(1) Q(j., p) is a weight vector (for the T,-action) of weight 
;w-d + P(O)). 
(2) Zf W(O) denotes the submodule of Vz(z) spanned by all {Q(& p)} 
such that T 2 8 2 i, then W(0) = V,(O). 
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Remark 4.2 (Cf. [ 14, Remark 3.81). Once a choice of the extremal 
weight vectors Q(p) has been made, the construction of Q(i”, ,u ) is canoni- 
cal (here the vector Q(p, .D) corresponding to the trivial admissible pair 
(p, p) is denoted as Q(p)); to be very precise, Q(& CL) is uniquely deter- 
mined by the admissible pair (E.. pu) and is given by 
(*): Q(R, pO=K,, . ..x-..Qhh 
where E.=i,>i > . . . >i =p O:lcr-I r,w=l ,T!jvcl) is a divisor in W.,), 
ii=s,,+,ii+,, , ‘. 
1 . . 
0 I . . > i., = ,U being any double 
chain from E. to p (cf. Remark 2.6). Let (P(j., p) } be the basis in Vz dual 
to {Q(n, p)} (note that Vg = H”(G,/BZ, L,), L, being the ample generator 
of Pic(G,/P,)). Then we recall the following theorem (cf. [12, 141). 
THEOREM 4.3 (First Basis Theorem). The set (P(i. p)} is a basis of 
H’(G,/P,, L,) hatling the following properties: 
(1) P(& ,u) is a weight t:ector Vor the T,-action) and is of weight 
-$4~)+P(~)). 
(2) Let k be any field. Set p(i., ,u)= P(i., p)@ 1, p(A, p) being the 
canonical image in H”(Gz@ k/P,@ k, L,Qk) of P(A, ,u). Then the restric- 
tion of p(l, p) to X,(s)0 k (T E y/W,) is not identically zero if and only if 
5 > i.. 
Remark 4.4. Now using the results of [12. 143 we also have that for 
TE w’u;,, {P(iP)i r 2 1) is a basis for H’(X(T), L). Now the bases 
{PO., p)} and { Q(i., p)} being dual to each other, each one is determined 
by the other. 
In this section we compute XpBQ(r) explicitly (using the results of [S]) 
for the special orthogonal group SO(2n) and use these computations to 
determine the singular loci of Schubert varieties (cf. Section 5). As above, 
let P = Pd be the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding to the simple 
root a. For d= 1, n - 1, n, P is minuscule (cf. [ 111) and we have, taking 
p=T(Z), XE R’, 
X-BQ(T) = 0 if (0, r*)=O 
f C?(x) otherwise. 
Let us then assume 2 < d < n - 2. Letting od = o, we have, with notation as 
above, V, = Ad V, where V= k’“, k = Q. Fixing the stndard basis 
(ei}, c iG2n in V, the extremal weight vector err where T = (a, . ... . a,,), is 
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simply the wedge product e,, A ea2 A . . . A eOd (up to f 1). Thus we obtain 
(up to fl) 
Q(T) = e,, A . . . A end. 
In the sequel, we shall denote a wedge product ei, A . . . A eid, where 
lbi ,, . . . . i,< 2n, by just i, A . .. A id, . further we shall write i, A ... A i,’ 
to denote the wedge product ei, A . . . A eid with the suffixes il, . . . . i, 
arranged in ascending order. First, we recall the following two results (cf. 
[S, Propositions 4.D.4 and 6.D.11). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let 2 < d Q n - 2. Let cp = (a,, . . . . ad), T = (b, , . . . . bd) 
be a pair of elements in Wp such that t & cp. Then (5, cp) is an admissible pair 
if and only tf the following hold: 
There exist {c,, . . . . c,), {d,, . . . . dk} with s = k + 2m (for some positive 
integer m) such that 
(1) c,<c2< ... -cc,; d,< ... <dk, 
(2) c,, . . . . c,, d’, , . . . . d; E {a,, . . . . ad}. 
(3) We can write {cl, . . . . c,} = {x,, . . . . xk} u (z,, . . . . zZm} and 
{d,, . . . . 4) = (~1, . . . . Jo) such that the following hold. 
If c,>d, then cS=z,. 
If c, I+ dk then xk = c, and yk = least integer in (d, , . . . . dk } >, c,, etc. 
(inparticular, we have x,< ... <x,; x,<J*,, l<l<k, z,>z,> ... >z~,,,). 
(4) With notation as in (3) we have 
(a) for ever): t, x, < t < yr. 1 < 1 <k, either t or t’ E {a,, . . . . a,}. 
(b) for every t, z2, < t d n, either I or I’ E (a,: . . . . ad}. 
(5) The d-tuple representing T is obtained from {a,, . . . . ad} by 
replacing x, bl* y,, J$ by xi, 1 < 1~ k, and zzi by z& ~, and zrjp L by z$, 
1 d j<m. 
hOPOSITION 4.6. Let (5, cp) be an admissible pair in Wp; let 
cp = (a,, . . . . a,), t = (b,, . . . . bd). Let (x 1, . . . . -Ye}, {y,, . . . . yk}, {z,, . . . . zZm} be 
as in Proposition 4.5. Then the vector Q(T, cp) is given by (up to + 1) 
Q(T, CP) = c d,, 
where each S, is obtained from a, A . . . A.ad as per the following rule. 
Corresponding to the pair (x,, yr), 1 d r Q k, either x, is replaced by y, or J: 
is replaced by ( - 1 )Jr ~ .yr x:. Corresponding to the pair ( zzr _ , , z~,), 1 < t < m, 
either z2, is replaced by ( - 1)” + ’ -‘2r- ’ zir _ , or zZr- , is replaced by 
( _ 1 )” - 21 $* (in any wedge product, we have the convention of the suffixes 
of the vectors being in the ascending order). 
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Computation of K,,Q(r), SE I&‘: /?ET(R+) 
Let us fix an integer d, 2<d<n-2. Let s=(a,. ... .a,,) and let 
/3 = t(x), z E R+ (here R+ is the set of positive roots). We have (up to f 1) 
Q(T) =e,, A e,, A ... A e,,. 
We now distinguish the following two cases. 
Case 1. z=E,-Ed, I<j<k<n. 
x_,Q(r)=rX_.r-'TQ(Id)=s(e, A ... A:," A ... A e,), 
where j<d<k. (Note that XpBQ(~)=O if either j>d or k<d, in which 
case T E TS, (mod W,,)). Hence 
where 8 is the d-tuple (a,, . . . . tii, . . . . a,, ak). 
Case 2. x=E~+E~, l<j<k<n. 
We note that XBQ(~)=O, if j>d (in which case 'SETS, (mod IV,,)). 
Let us then assume j< d. We now divide this case into the following two 
subcases. 
Case 2(a). k > d. 
In this case. we have 
jth 
x~,Q(T)=TX~,Q(Id)=r(e, A ... A ek. A ... A ed). 
Hence 
X-o&?(~) = IL Q(e), 
where 8 is the d-tuple (a,, . . . . tij, . . . . ad, a;). 
Case 2(b). k < d. 
Proceeding as in [lo], we define 
s=min(lakl, la,l}, r = max{ 14, lajl 1. 
t1 7 . . . . t, are the integers such that 
s=t,<t,< .” <t,<t[+,=r 
with the property that neither ti nor t.i E (a,, . ..) a,>, 1 G i< I; and 
so, SI, . . . . S, are the integers such that 
so=t,+,<s,< ... <s,<n 
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with the property that neither si nor S; E {a,, . . . . a,}, 1 G i< c. We define for 
O<i<l 
~~=(a,, . . . . ci,, ci,, . . . . ad, ti, t:+,) 
/ii= (a,, . . . . c;,, d,, . ..) ad, ti+ ,, t:). 
For 0 d i < c - 1, we define 
dj= (a,, . ..) hp d,, . . . . ad, si, s:, 1) 
ei= (a,, . . . . ci,, ci,, . ..) cl& I;+,, s;) 
6 = (a,, ..., cii, ci,, ..., ad, s, ~ L’s,.) 
8 = (a,, . . . . ci,, Lik, . . . . ad, s:., s:.- I). 
We have (cf. Proposition 4.5), (Ai, pi), 0 <i< f, (ei, S,), 0 <i< c- 1, and 
(0, 6) are admissible pairs. Further (by Proposition 4.6) we have 
Q(ii,pi)=a, A ... A 6, A ... A cik A ... A ad A ti+, A t:,,’ 
+(-~)"-'p"U,A ... /dir\ ... A&A ... AU,AtiAt;t 
(O<i<I) 
Q(e;, hi)=U, A ... A bj A ... A cik A ..’ A Ud A Si+, A S;+,T 
+(--l)“-‘p”LU,A . . . ALjliA . . . A&A . . . AUdASiA.$ 
(O<i<c- 1) 
and 
Q(&d)=(-l)n-x'-'U, A ... Ah,A ... A&A ... AU,AS,_,AS:-,t 
+(--l)n-‘pslU,A . . . AbjA . . . A&A ... AUdAS,AS:. 
From this we obtain (up to + 1) 
U,A . . . AU,AU;A . . . AUkA ... AUdT 
+(-l)‘+‘+‘U,A . . . ALijA . . . A+AU;A ... AUdT 
= i ciQ(iiv pi), where ~~=(-l)‘~+l+‘*~, O<i<f 
i=O 
(1) 
U,A ... AU,A . . . A&A ... AUdA.SoAX;T 
+(-I) sc+so+c--l a, A . . . A ci, A . . . A tik A . . . A ad A S, A SLT 
c-1 
= 1 6;Q(ei, hi), where 6i=(-1)51+~+SoOfi, O<i<c-1 (2) 
i=O 
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2a, A .. A ci, A . A tik A A ad A s,. A s: r 
=Q(e,.~,.d,~,)+(-l)“+‘+‘,Q(8.6). 
On the other hand, as in [lo], we have (up to + I ) 
I 
XpBQ(z)=a, A ... A bj~ ... A ak A a; A ... A ad’ 
+(-1y+s+’ a, A ... Aa,Aajr\ ... Aci,~ 
if precisely one of (a,. ak } d n and 
X,Q(t)=a, A ... A ii, A ... A Uk A f& A ... A UdT 
+(-I) r+'+'+“J,,, . ,,ajr\‘,;r\ . . ,,&,, 
if aj, ak are either both >n or both <n. 
In the former case, we have (up to f 1) 
~-~Q(T)=C ciQ(i-;, pi), cj= fl 
(cf. (1) above). In the latter case we let 
A=U, A ... A&A ... A Uk A a; A ... A ad’ 
and 
(3) 
A adt 
A adf 
then we have (up to f 1) 
A + B= i ciQ(&, ,ai) 
i=O 
A -B= XpQ(r) 
and either 2A or 2B (depending upon whether lakl > lajl or ]aj] > ]ak]) is 
equal to 
C diQ!ei, Si) + aQ(e, b), 
1=0 
where a= + 1, d,-,= f 1 or f3, di= f2, O<i<c-1. Hence in the 
latter case, we obtain (up to + 1) 
1-I / 
x-,Q(~)=aQ(e, 6) + jgo diQ(eiv Si)- 1 c,Q(iiv pi), 
i=O 
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where a= fl, dC-,= fl or f3, di= f2, O<i<c-2, and ci= fl, 
0 < i < 1. Note that the above discussion includes the cases either c = 1 or 
I= 0. In the case when c=O, we take 
6 = (a,, . ..) hi, . ..) cik, ...) Ud, t,, Cl, () 
e = ta, 3 . . . . (i,, . . . . ik, . . . . ud, t;+ ,, t;) 
and obtain (cf. Proposition 4.5) that (0, 6) is an admissible pair; further, we 
have 
and we obtain (up to f 1) 
X-pQ(r) = aQ(& 6) - i c;Q(L pi), 
i=O 
where a and ci (O<i<l-1) are fl and cI= f2 or 0. If in addition to 
c = 0: 1 is also 0, then we have (up to f 1) 
X-sQ(r) = Q(& 6). 
This completes the computation of XBQ(r). 
5. MAIN RESULT-SINGULAR Locus AND CONSEQUENCES 
Let G be of classical type and let n = rank(G). For w’ E W, let X(&j’) 
denote the projection of X(w) under G/B + G/P,, 1 <j< n (here Pj denotes 
the maximal parabolic subgroup associated to the simple root rj, 
1 <<i<n). We recall (cf. [14, Theorem 10.33) that the ideal sheat of X(w) 
on G/B is generated by 
(I., p) is an admissible pair in vi W,, 1 < j< n 
dj)& i (in w/W,) 
(~(5 p) being as in Theorem 4.3). Also, recall (cf. [15]) the following: 
Let TE W be such that u:ar so that the point e, (in G/B) KY(w). 
Denoting by CT- the opposite big cell in G/B, (TU-TV')T (= U; T) gives 
an affrne neighborhood of e,. Let J,,; be the Jacobian matrix 
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(here R + denotes the set of all positive roots). We have (cf. [ 151) 
rank of J,,.;(e,) = # R(\r, T), 
where 
R(w,r)={jI~r(R+)l 
there exists a p(i., p) E I( M.) 
such that X_,p(%,p)=cp(r), cEk* 
(corresponding to a trivial admissible pair (r, r), we denote p(t, T) 
(resp. Q(r, r)) by just P(T) (resp. Q(T))). Now, it is easily seen that 
X-,p(i, p)=cp(s). c~k*, if and only if XppQ(r), when written as a 
Z-linear combination of the vectors Q(0,6), involves Q(i, p) with a coef- 
ficient that is non-zero in k. 
As in Section 3, let 0: SL(2n) + SL(2n) be the involution defined as 
a(A)=E(‘A)-’ ET where 
Let B be the Bore1 subgroup in SL(2n) consisting of upper triangular 
matrices. For MJE W (= W(SO(2n))), let e,. be the point of S0(2n)/B” 
associated to M’ and X(,V) the Schubert variety (associated to ~7). For )v, 
T E W, let N(u+, T) be the set of all p E s(R+ ) with the property that for all 
(& p) such that Q(& p) occurs with non-zero coefficient in the Z-linear 
combination for XppQ(z), p(%, p)I,,,., $0 (here R+ denotes the set of 
positive roots of SQ(2n) with respect o B”). 
Let M: 3 T and let S(M:, T) be the Zariski tangent space of X( it:) at e,. We 
have (in view of Proposition 3 [ 151) that S( u?, T) is spanned by 
{x-p bET(d or all (i.,p) such that Xpap(%,p)=cp(t), cEk*, 
p(& p) IXCr) f 0). As remarked above, X-,p(l, p) = CP(T), CE k*, if and 
only if Q(i-, p) occurs in X-,Q(T) with a coefficient hat is non-zero in k. 
Now (assuming char k # 2, 3) using the explicit computations of XpBQ(r) 
(cf. Section 4) we find easily that the coefficient of any Q(i, p) appearing 
in the Z-linear combination for XmBQ(~) remains non-zero in k. Hence we 
obtain 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume char k # 2, 3. Then S(w: T) is spanned b? 
{x-p, pEN(H:, T)}. 
Let H’, TE w, W>T. Let T=(U,. ..’ .a,,), B=T(Z), XER+. 
We give below (cf. Proposition 5.3) a Criterion for a p to belong to N(M’, 5). 
We first fix some notation: 
Notation 5.2. Let SI = Ed+ Ed, ldj<kdn. Let s=min{la,l, /a,(}, 
r=max{lail, lakl}. Letjdddn. 
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(a) Let d<k or >n-2. Set 
pd’ = (TS,)‘d). 
(b) Let k 6 d < n - 2 and let precisely one of { uj, uk} be >n. Set 
T”,~) = (a,, . . . . bj, . . . . iik, . . . . ad, s’, r)f. 
(c) Let k ,< d,<n - 2 and let uj, uk be both >n or both dn. Let 
S-/(d), . . . . s-1, so7 SIT .“, J,(d) be the integers 
such that 
Set 
si$ {Iu,I, ...T ladI}, -I(d)<i<c(d), i#O. 
- 
(a , , . . . . tij, . . . . ii,, . . . . ad, r’, s’)f, if (I(d), c(d)) = (0, 0). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let w, T be us ubooe. Then N(w, T), us a subset of 
r(R+), is determined by criteria (1) and (2) below: Let /3 = r(a), a E R+. 
(1) Let a=Ej-Ek, 1 <j<k<n. Then 
W>TS,. 
(2) Let z=E,+E~. Then, forj<d<n, 
Proof: (1) Let CX=E~-E~, 1 <j<k<n. Then for any d, 1 <d<n, we 
have 
if eitherj>d or k<d 
otherwise. 
From this (1) is immediate (note that sg~ = rs,). 
(2) Let a=&j+Ek, 1 fj<k<n. Then, for j<d<n, 
0, if j>d 
x-,ec~) = a-c&), if dckor >n-2 
c(d) - I I(d) 
uQ(e,b)+ 1 b,Q(ei,di)- C ciQ(z.i,pi), k<d<n-2, 
i=O i=O 
481/130/l-10 
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where ci= + 1; a, hi are zero if 5.2(b) holds; and a = f 1, h,.,,,- , = & 1 or 
k3, bi= k2, Odidc(d)-2, if 5.2(c) holds (here i.,, p,. O,<i<I(d), 8,. Si, 
06 i<c(d)- 1, and 8, d are as in Section 4 (cf. computation of XP,Q(r)); 
note that the integers s-,,~,, . . . . s-, are respectively the integers r,, . . . . t, of 
Section 4 and s,, . . . . s,.,,,, are the integers s, , . . . . s, of Section 4 (also s = t, 
and r = I,, , = so)). From this we obtain the following: Let j 6 d< n. 
If 5.2(b) holds, then 
BEN(W, T)-dd'+ 
(TS,)‘d’. <kor >n-2 
&, O<i<f(d), k<d<n-2. iI) 
If 5.2(c) holds, then 
~EN(w, T)Odd’> ;;fd; 
d<k or >n-2 
k<d<n-2, (11) “I, J’ 3 
where 0 < i < I(d) and 0 < j < c(d) - 1. The result now is obvious if 5.2(b) 
holds (note that 1~ (d) $ jbj, 0 < id I(d), k ,< d< n - 2, if and only if 
dd)3 (a, ) . ..) Lip . . . . cik) ,,,, ad, r, s’)~). From the definitions of EUi, Bi, 8, it is 
clear that for k < dg n - 2, if (I(d), (d)) # (0,O) then 
i 
i.,, O<i,<l(d) 
dd’$ flli, O<i<c(d)- 1 
e 
(III) 
i 
(a, . ..ti. ...ri, “‘ad, r, s’)‘l 
I.V’d’+ (C1,...Lil...(ik...ad,Sc,d),r’)t 
(a1 . ..ci....Li, “‘Ud, s:.,,,, s&J 
UV) 
Let us denote the d-tuples occurring on the RHS of (IV) by Xi, X,, X,, 
respectively. We see easily that the least d-tuple which is 3X, and X, is 
given by 
x= (a,, .,,, ‘i,, . . . . ‘&, . . . . ad, s,(d), d)‘. 
Also, the least d-tuple which is 2 X and X, is given by 
Y= (a,, . . . . b,, . . . . &, . . . . ad, .&,,, d)‘. 
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We have Y > X, but Y y X (since they have non-D-compatible analogous 
parts). Let 
z= (a,, . ..) cj,, . . . . ci,, . ..) ad, s& ,) s’)‘. 
Let pi, i= 1, 2, 3, be the elements of Wfd representing X, Y, Z, respectively. 
Let p,=(x,...x,), pz=(y,...yn), p3=(z,...z,). Let +E W. We claim 
lpd)+x. ,,I-- 7 7 ‘-1 2 3o*+p,. (V) 
The implication .G= is immediate (since, we have obviously that Z+ Xi, 
i= 1, 2, 3). Let then $J (d’ 3 Xi, i = 1, 2, 3. This implies in particular (from 
our discussion above) 
*?=Pl and ,j(d)>L (4 P2 * WI) 
We shall now show that the minimal element v in W with the property 
v+p, and vcd’aL py’ is v = p3. To prove this, we distinguish the following 
two cases. 
Case 1. n,:(d) is even. 
In this case, we have x, = &,, ~, and (xd+ , , . . . . x,- , } = complement of 
{ Ix,I, . . . . bdir Ixnl} in (l, . . . . n} arranged in ascending order; while 
Izd+ L, . . . . z,,} = complement of { \z,l, . . . . lidI } in { 1, . . . . n> arranged in 
ascending order. In particular, we have z, = .s,,~,. It is clear that the least 
v, satisfying (VI) (with v in the place of $), is obtained from p, by switch- 
ing &(d) and s~~d)-l and having the entries in {x,, . . . . s^,(d,, . . . . -‘cd, &(d) _, ; 
arranged in ascending order. From this we obtain that the least v is p3 
itself. 
Case 2. n,,(d) is odd. 
In this case, we have {x d+,, . ..) xn> =complement of {[x,1, . . . . Ixdl} in 
{ 1, . . . . n} arranged in ascending order; while z, = s:(d) and {zd+ ,, . . . . z,- ,} 
is the complement of { lz,l, . . . . Izdl, Iz,,I } in { 1, . . . . n}, arranged in ascending 
order. In particular, x, = sCCd,- . For + as in (VI), we have 
m,>m,,+2, m,(d) > m,,(d) + 1. (VII) 
Let m = max{.ri, 1 6 i 6 dl xi < n}. It is clear that the least v satisfying (VII) 
is obtained by replacing m by m’ and sCCd, _, by S:.(~, , . If in addition v is 
to satisfy (VI) also (with II/ replaced by v) then it is clear that the least such 
11 is obtained from p, by replacing sCtd, (resp. s,(d) _ ,) by &P, (resp. S:(d)) 
and having the entries in {x,, . . . . s^,(d), . . . . xd, &-, } arranged in ascending 
order; but then such a v is nothing but p,. This completes the proof of 
claim (V). Now in the case k < d< n - 2, (I(d), c(d)) # (0,O) the required 
result follows in view of (III), (IV), and (V) above. 
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If (l(d), (d)) = (O,O), then we have 
fiEN(\V. T) 
0 
\P 3 8 (=(a,, . . . . ci,, . . . . ci,, . . . . ad, r’. s’)t) 
(since in this case, we have KBQ(s) = Q(0,6)). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3. 
Let IZ’, 7~ W, bi:+r and let ~=(a,. ... .a,,). Let 
M(w, T)= {&,--ok, l<j<kG2n)~>~~(j,k) in SZn}, 
(VIII) 
where (j, k) denotes the transposition in S,, corresponding to j and k. We 
first note that M(,r, r) is stable under IT for the action of 0 on R(SL(2n)) 
(=(&,-Es, 1 <r, s<2n)) (cf. Section 3). Let us denote by Y(M!) the 
Schubert variety in SL(2n)/B corresponding to H! and T(~v, r) the Zariski 
tangent space to Y(w) at fr (where f, is the point in SL(2n)lB corre- 
sponding to T). Corresponding to a root E,,- E,~ in M(w, r), we obtain a 
vector in T(,v, r), namely, the elementary matrix E,,, (which has 1 at the 
(a,, aj)th place and 0 elsewhere and the set { EaLa,l E,,- E, E M(w, z)} is a 
basis for T(M’, 5); cf. Proposition 3 and Theorem 1 of [ 151). If ak # ai, 
then Eat,, + G(E,~~,) gives a non-zero a-fixed vector (recall (cf. Section 3) 
that o(E,) = -Em.,,, 1 6 I, m d 2n) and if uk = ai, then E,;, + c$E,;,) is 
the zero vector. When uk #ai (where j< k), the a-fixed vector 
&a, + W,a,) = &,u, -E+ is simply the vector f X-,, of the Chevalley 
basis of Lie(SQ(2n)) corresponding to the root /3. where 
r 
T(Ej-Ek) if k<n 
p = t(& - E.i.) if j>n 
T( Ej + Ek’) if j< n < k. 
Let us denote by L(w, r) the orbit space under cr of M(w, T) minus the fixed 
point set under u. We may identify J~(w, T) as 
uw, T) = {E,, -cE,,IwaLT(j, k), 1 < j<n, j<k<2n, k#j} 
(note that the RHS is the same thing as 
i 
&a, - E, 9 l<j<k<n, wa”r(j,k) 
Ea, - Eczi 7 l<j<k<n, wa”r(j,k’) > 
Now if fl = r(a) E N(ir, T), then in view of Proposition 5.3, we see easily the 
following: 
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(1) E,,-E,,, (and hence also E,~-&~;) EM(w, T) if a=Ej-ek, 
l<j<k<n. 
(2) E,, - ~~~ (hence also E, -E,;)EM(w,T)~~z=&~+E~, l<j<k<n. 
In particular, we have a canonical inclusion N(u:, T) 4 L( W, 5). We have 
PROPOSITION 5.4 (Assume char k # 2, 3). For w E W, X(w) = Y( w)~ 
scheme theoretically if and on/y if N(u:, T) = L( w, T), for eoery T < w. (Recall 
that Y(w) (resp. X(w)) is the Schubert variety in SL(2n)/B (req. 
SO( 2n)/B”), corresponding to w. ) 
ProojI Now (in view of Proposition 3 and Theorem 1 of [ 15]), we 
have the tangent space T(w, T) to Y(w) at f, is spanned by 
{ Eakni 1E,, - E,~ E M(w, T)} and hence we obtain that T(w, T)" is spanned by 
{Enkq. - &;a,, 1 < j< k < 2n, k # j’} (this set is, in fact, a basis for 
T(w, T)~). Thus T(w, T)O has a canonical basis indexed by L( W, T). In par- 
ticular, dim T(M’, T)" = # L(w, T). On the other hand, the tangent space 
S(w, T) to X(w) at e, has a basis given by {X-,, /?E N(w, T)} (cf. Proposi- 
tion 5.1). Hence s( W, T) = T(w, T)~ if and Only if N(w, 5) = L(w, T) (note 
that S(H’, T) c T(w, T)O and N(w, T) G L(w, T)). The proposition now follows 
from this. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. With notation as above, we have, for all a = Ed- Q, 
l< j<kdn, such that E,, -E,~EM(w,T), P=T(z)EN(w,T) ifandonly ifw 
is E-good. 
Proof: Now in view of Proposition 5.3, we have 
DE N(w, T) 
0 
M'3SfiT (=T&). 
On the other hand, by definition (cf. Definition 3.5), w is E-good o for all 
a=Ej-ek, l<j<k<n, with E,,-&E,,~M(u’,~), we have WITS,. Now the 
result is immediate from this. 
6. PROOF OF LEMMAS 
Let WE W. Further let m,>O. 
In this section, we shall give a set of necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a WI to satisfy 
N( w, T) = L( W, T), for all T < WV. (*) 
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We shall first fix some notation and state the conditions. We shall then 
prove the necessary and sufticiency parts. 
Let br = (c, . . . c,) and let u (resp. r:) be the smallest (resp. largest) 
integer <n such that c, (resp. c,) >n. Let p (resp. q) be the smallest (resp. 
largest) integer <n such that p’ (resp. q’) ~{ci, . . . . c,). Also recall (cf. Sec- 
tion 3) the following notation-: For 1 d i 6 2n, Ii1 = min(i, i’} (where recall 
that i’ = 2n + 1 - i). Consider the following set of conditions. 
A. u? is D-good (cf. Definition 3.3). 
B. (1) For n>l>r, c, is either <p or >q. 
(2) If rE (c,, . ..? c,} for some t. p < t < q, then c,> q for all 
nal>tl. 
C. Suppose c, < n, for some 1, u < I < t’. Then 
(1) for all ci > n, i < I, lcil > c,, 
(2) for all t, lcil dldq, t’~ {c ,,..., c,,}, ci being as in (l), 
(3) if q<c,<n for some d, then d> o. 
D. Suppose, for some I,, l,, c’ < 1, < 1, < n, c,,, ct2 are both > q, Then 
c/, > Cl>. 
E. Either 
(1) all entries in {ci, ..,, c, } which are greater than q (and <n) 
come after c, or 
(2) if q<x,<.u,< . . . <xh <n are all the entries such that 
xi E {c,, . . . . c,- , }, 1 G i ,< h, and (g, , . . . . g,} is the complement of 
{ x ,, . . . . ?T~} in (.Y,,x,+ 1, . . . . n}, with g,>g?> ... >gm, then 
(Cr+lr cr--2, . . . . c,.+,} = {g,, . . . . g,> 
(in that order). 
F. Let T= (a,. ... . a,), where T < \v. For some j, k, 1 < j < k d n, let 
uj, uk be both dn. Let s= min{a,, ok}. r= max{aj, akj. Let cp be the 
element of W, (cf. Section 3) obtained from T by replacing aj (resp. ak) 
by s’ (resp. r). Suppose that r~> L cp. Then for k Q d<n, m,.(d) am,(d) + 1 
(note that )V 2 L cp implies that p < s and u ,< j). 
Part I 
Necessary Part. We shall now assume that M’ satisfies (*) and prove 
below (cf. Lemmas 6.1 through 6.6) that M! satisfies all of the above condi- 
tions. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let w be as above. Then w is D-good. 
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Proof: It suffices to show that IV is E-good (cf. Definition 3.5 and 
Proposition 3.6). Let us then fix a r < MT and a = sj - Ed, 1 < j < k < n, 
where M’ aL r(j, k) and r(k’, j’), equivalently, E,, - E,~ E L(w, r) (cf. Section 
5). Hence we obtain (in view of our assumption) that r(a) E N(~v, r). Now 
the required result follows in view of Proposition 5.5. 
Remark 6.1 I, In view of Lemma 6.1 (and our assumption that M, 
satisfies (*)), we shall assume in Lemmas 6.2 through 6.6 that )V is D-good. 
In particular, whenever we are required to check IV 3 8, for some 8 E W, we 
shall just check wBL 8 (cf. Definition 3.3). 
LEMMA 6.2. Let )c’ be as above. Then \V satisfies Condition B. 
Proof B( 1): If possible, let us assume that for some n 2 I> v, 
p < ct < q. Let p’ = ct,, q’ = c,~. Let r E W be obtained from u’ by replacing 
p’ by p and q’ by q. We have u’ 3 T (since u’ > L z (obviously) and u’ is 
D-good). Let a = a,, + E[. We have a E L(w, z) (since c,>p, w aL r(l,, I’) 
and ~(1, I’,)), but C.X$ L(M’, t) (since q’ -CC;, ~‘~‘3 (zs,)(~)). But this 
contradicts (*). Hence our assumption that p < c, < q is wrong. This 
proves B( 1). 
B(2): If possible, let c, < q, for some n > I > L;. Then in view of B( 1 ), 
we have in fact cI <p. Let t = ci, where we have i < u (again in view of 
B( 1)). Let r be the element in W obtained from MY by replacing p’ by p, q’ 
by q: and switching ci and c,. We have r < #I. Letting a = E,, + E[, we have 
a E L(M’, r), but r # N(~v, T) (since M”“) 3 T(‘*“), as t < q). This contradicts 
(*). Hence our assumption is wrong and B(2) follows. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let M: be as above. Then u? satisfies Condition C. 
C( 1): If possible, let us assume that for some ci > n, i < 1, lcil < c,. Let 
T E W be obtained from ~1 by replacing ci by Ici( and c, bJ jc,(. We have 
W>T. Let a=~~+&,. We have aEL(M‘,5) (since (cil <c,, ~a~T(i,/‘) and 
~(1, i’)), but r$N(,v, T) (since N”‘)& T"," (cf Proposition 5.3)). This con- 
tradicts (*). Hence our assumption is M!rong and C( 1) follows. 
C(2): If possible, let us assume that t E {c,, . . . . c,}, for some t, 
(cil < t < q. Then, in view of B( 1) and C( 1 ), \re have t = c,, for some m < i. 
Let T E W be obtainedfrom IV by replacing ci by Icil, c,. by (c,I, and switching 
t and ct. We have T 4 IV. Let a = Ed+ E,. Then Ice have a E L(w, T), but 
a $ N(a:, t) (since M(‘) J= T('*" ). This contradicts (*). Hence our assumption is 
brrong and C(2) follows. 
C(3): Let cd > q. Then, in vierz of C( 1 ), we have either d < u or > v. 
If possible, let d < u. Let T E W be obtained from M: by replacing c, by Ic,I, 
c, bJ Ic,.I, and s\$itching cd and c, (note that cd > q 2 Ic,I > c,). We have 
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T < w. Letting z = E,, + E,, we find x E L(w, T): hut r $ N(w, t) (since 
,,.Ul &r5(‘.“). This contradicts (*). Hence our assumption is wrong and C(3) 
fol~on~s. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.3. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let w be as abooe. Then w satisfies Condition D. 
Proof: If possible, let us assume that cl, < cIz. Let x = mini Ic,I, lc,( }, 
y=max{lc,l, Ic~[}. Let T=(d,. ... .d,), where 
4= c/t IZU. v, I,, I, 
d, = x, d, = y, 4, = cl] 9 42 = c/, 
(note that cI, < n, i = 1, 2, since fi > u). We have )V 3 5. Letting tl= E, + E,,, 
we have r E L(w, T), but x $ N(,v, t) (since @r& r”*‘I’, as c,, $ c,,). This 
contradiction proves the result. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let II’ be as above. Then M’ satisfies Condition E. 
Proof In view of Lemma 6.3 (cf. Condition C(l)), we have that all 
entries greater than q should come either before c, or after c,. Now, if 
every c,, with q < ci 6 n, comes after c,, then E( 1) holds obviously. Let us 
then assume that x , , . . . . x,, are the entries in {q + 1, . . . . n} which occur 
before c,.; in fact, as remarked above, the entries x,, . . . . xh occur before 
c,. If possible, let us assume that E(2) does not hold. This implies the 
existence of an integer d, o < d < n - 1, say d= v + v,, such that 
{Cut,, c,+2, . . . . ~~-,}=Cg,~g~~...~g~~,-,j and c,Zg,,. This implies 
cd < g,, . Let g,, = cI (note that n 2 I > d). We have, in view of Lemma 6.4, 
cd< q (since c, is greater than both cd and q). Let x, = c, (note that t < u). 
Let y=min{lc,l, Ic,.l}, z= max{ lc,l, Ic,l}. Let r= (a, . ... .a,,), where 
ai=c. I? i # t, u, L’, d, I 
and 
af = cd? a, = y, a, = z, ad = cIT a, = c,. 
We have w+r. Letting cc=&,+&,, we have UE L(w, r), but u# N(rv, T) 
(since M+~) $= T(‘.~), as c, $ cl). This contradicts (*). The required result 
follows now. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let n? be as above. Then w satisfies Condition F. 
Proof: Now letting a = sj + sk, we have, for k < d< n, wJd)+ x(Z,d) (cf. 
Proposition 5.3). Hence the result is obvious for d # n - 1 (by comparing 
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m,,(d) and #{entries in T(~,~) which are >n}). To prove the result for 
d=n- 1, we let 
x = # {entries in {al, . . . . tij, ,.., &, . . . . a, ~, , r’, s’} which are >n} 
y = # {entries in ( TS,)"' ~ I) which are > n }. 
We have 
y= xv 
{ 
if a, <n 
x- 1, if a,>n 
(cf. Remark 3.1(b)). Now m,, am, + 1. Hence, if a, > n, then m,(n - 1) = 
mv- 1 <m,-2<m,(n- l)- 1 (note that m,,.(n- l)>m,-- 1) and we 
obtain m,(n- l)>m,(n- l)+ 1. If a, <n, then we have m,.(n- 1) > y= 
x = m,(n - 1) + 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.6. 
Part II 
Sufficiency Part. With notation as above, let M;E W be such that 
m, > 0. Let us assume that w satisfies the Conditions A through F. We 
shall now show that u’ satisfies (*). We first prove some preliminary 
lemmas to be used in the course of the proof of the main result that it’ 
satisfies (*). We now fix a few more notations. Let T, cp be as in Condition 
F. For k<d<n, let 
(e , , . . . . ed) = (cl, . . . . cd)? 
(b , , . . . . bd) = (a,, . . . . djii, .. . . Cik, .,., ad, s’, r)T. 
Let x (resp. y) be such that b,- L <n and b, > n (resp. e,, _, d n and e,. > n) 
(note that x > y, in view of Condition F). Let r = b, and 
Sd=max{r, l~~+~l, IG+A, . . . . I4 1. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let w be as abooe. Let cp, T be as in Condition F. Let 
waL(p. Zf I<y-1, then (bl+l,bl+Z ,..., b,.)<(e,,e,+ ,,..., e,-,). 
Proof. Suppose {e,, . . . . e,-, 1 forms an interval [i, n], for some i < n, 
then the result is obvious (note that b,,<n, since y<x). Let us then 
suppose that {e,, . . . . e,- , } is not an interval [i, n]. This implies that 
either e,.-,<n or e,.-,=n and there exists an e,, I<t<y-1, such 
that e, -K e, + , - 1. Set 
e, = e,.-,, 
if e,.-,<n 
the largest e,, I<t<y-2, withe,<e,+,-l,ife,-,=n. 
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Note that z < J’ - 1. and r d e, <n. If z < J’ - 1, then we have obviously 
(b_+? . . . . . b,.)<(e, -,,... te,.-,J. Hence it suffices to show that 
(b,, ,, . . . . h,, ,)< (e,. . . . . e;) (where 2 6 J- 1). We now distinguish the 
following two cases. 
Case 1. e,>q. 
We have, in view of Conditions C( l), D, and E. 
(1) 
Further, in view of Condition C(3), we have 
ci > n. uGi6c. (2) 
We also have 
c, > e,, u<i<d (3) 
(if d G G, this follows from (2), and if d> U, this follows from Condition 
E(2) (and the definition of e,)). Now (1) and (3), together with the facts 
that w(-l)#“-L’ (as elements of W,) and r$ cp’“- l), imply that 
(b I+ 17 6,+, ,..., 6,+,)<(e,,e ,-,,..., e;) (note that r$cp(‘-‘), as k>j>:u). 
Case 2. e,-cq. 
(Note that e; cannot be equal to q, since q’E (c,, . . . . cn}.) We have 
p d s < r G eZ < q. Hence we obtain 
ci> 49 for all i > L’ (4) 
(cf. Condition B(2)). Further, if k < G’, then 
c,> n, k<i<u (5) 
(in view of Conditions C(1) and C(2) (note that c,>s’, for some g, 
u<g<j<k<u, and s<e,<q)). Hence we obtain 
ci>eZ, kdidd (6) 
(if d< tr, then this follows from (5), and if d> u, then this follows from (4) 
(since e, < q)). This in particular implies that 
(7) 
Now (6) and (7), together with the facts that wtk ~ ” > cpck ~” (as elements 
of W,) and r$ v’~-“, imply that (b,, ,, . . . . b;, ,) 6 (e,, . . . . e,). This com- 
pletes the proof of Lemma 6.7. 
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LEMMA 6.8. With notation and assumption as in Lemma 6.1, we have for 
k < d 6 n that (e,, . . . . ed) 2 (a,, . . . . li,, . . . . (ik, . . . . ad, s’, s>)~. 
Proof: Let (f,, . . . . fd) = (a,, . . . . hj, . . . . Cikr .. . . ad, s’, ~2)’ (note that 
(b 1 er in only one entry, namely, r and s;, respec- tivilyy b%Aea~;s;fGs .ii;J d’ff 
(b bl+?,...,b,~,)~(er,e,+,,...,e,~,) /+ Ir (1) 
(this is obvious if e,> n, since bi < n, id .Y - 1; if el< n, then we have 
/<y-l and (b,,,, . . . . b,.)< (e,, . . . e,._ ,) (cf. Lemma 6.7) and 
(b,.,,, . . ..L1)6(e.., ...,e,-2), since e,. > n). Now, since )! <x - 1, we have 
e .~ , > n. If e, _ i b s&, then the required result follows easily (using (1) and 
the definition of b,). Let us then suppose that e, ~, <s>. Let g < d be such 
that eg- i < s> and eg > s> (note that g exists, since ci 3 s’ > r’ > s&, for some 
id j < k <d; also note that g 2 x). Hence to prove the required result, it 
suffices (in view of (1)) to show that 
(b,, b,, ,, . . . . bg)~(e,~,,e,,...,e,~,). 
Towards proving (2). we first claim 
(2) 
6, <s&. (3) 
To prove (3), let us assume, if possible, that b, > s; (note that 6, cannot 
be equal to s>, since S; # {a,, . . . . a,}). This implies that 
sd + 1, . . . . nE (IU . . . . lb,-,I}. N ow, 6, _, is either <n (in which case it is 
in fact =n, since b,>n) or b,-,>n, in which case lb,-,1 >sd (since 
6, _, 6 eg _, < s;). Thus we obtain 
{lbgpllT Ibg--zl,..., Ib,,+,l}= {n,n-l,..., s,+ 1) (4) 
(in some order), where g-g, - 1 = n - sd. This implies that the entries 
e g,+l )..., egpl are all >sd. This together with the fact that le,- il > sd 
(since egP , < s&) implies that 
{legp,l, . . . . leg,+l I} = {n, n- 1, . . . . sd+ 1) (5) 
(in some order). Now, we have ep, $ n, for eg, > n would imply e, > n, 
g,<r<dand hence eg,+, would equal n’, in which case eg, + , < eg,, which 
is not possible (since eg, c eg, + i ). Hence we pbtain eg, < n, in fact eg, < sd 
(in view of (5)). This together with Condition F implies that b,,, , <n. 
From this we obtain (cf. (4) above) sd < b,, + , and hence b,, + , > eg,, which 
is not possible (in view of Lemma 6.7, we have b,, + , < ep, (note that I < g, , 
since r=b,<s,<b,,+, and g, d 4; - 1, since eg, d n)). Hence our assump- 
tion that 6, >s:, is wrong and claim (3) follows. Now to prove (2) let us 
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assume, if possible, that (6,, . . . . h,) 4 (e, , , . . . . eB ,). This implies that 
b[se,-,, for some t, sdtdg. Hence 6,>e,_,>n (since -~-l~.t’) and 
le,-,l > lb,/. Now the fact that b, ~6, <s> cf. claim (3)) implies that 
Ib,l>sd and hence we obtain (b,l +I, lb,1+2 ,..., HE {lhil...., lb,+,I),. Now 
b I-, is either <n, in which case it is in fact =n (since b, > n), or 6, . , > n, 
in which case lb,-,( > lb,l. Thus we obtain 
(lb,- ,I, Ib,~zl, ...v lb,+,l} = {n, n- 1, . . . . lbrl + 1) (6) 
(in some order), where t-i- 1 = n - jbll. This implies that the entries 
ei + , , . . . . e,- I are all > lb,/. This together with the fact that e, ~, <b, implies 
that 
{le,-,l,le,~21,..., le,+,l}={n,n-I,..., lb,l+l} (7) 
(in some order). Now proceeding as in the proof of claim (3) above we 
obtain ei < lbII. This together with Condition F implies that bi+ , <n. From 
this we obtain (cf. (6) above) Jb,l < bi, I ,<n and hence b;,, > e;, which is 
not possible (in view of Lemma 6.7, we have bi+ , < ei (note that I < i, since 
r=b,,<s,< lb,1 <bi+l* and i 6 y - 1, since ei < n)). Hence our assumption 
is wrong and (2) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.8. 
LEMMA 6.9. With MT as above, let (g,, . . . . gd)E Wpd, where w’d’> 
(gl, . ..* gd) and ddn-2. 
(a) Let wtd) (=(e,, . . . . ed)) and (gl, . . . . gd) have analogous parts. Let 
{lei+~I~-., lei+,l}={lgi,,I,..., Igi+,l}=Z w 
be analogous parts of maximum length. Then q E Z if and only if p E Z. 
(b) Let 1 be such that p<Z<n and 1${lg,1,..., Ig,)). Then 
dd) 3 (g, ) . ..) gd). 
(c) Suppose x’ E {g,, . . . . gd), for some ,Y < n. For some I, x -C I< n, let 
14 {l&l, ...I I&?,/ }. Then 'Qfd)+k,, . . . . gdh 
Remark. For Lemma 6.9, it suffices, if it: satisfies Conditions A and 
B(2). 
ProoJ: (a) If p E Z, then obviously qE Z. Let then q E Z. This in 
particular implies that n,,(d) > 0 (since q E Z implies q’ E (c, , . . . . cd}). This 
together with the hypothesis that M; is D-good implies 
c,<n, d<l<n (1) 
(cf. Proposition 3.4). In particular, we have, D ,< d ( <n - 2). We now claim 
for all m, p < m i q, m’ E {cl, . . . . cn}. (2) 
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For, if m E { ci, . . . . c, }, for some m, p < m -K q, then Condition B(2) implies 
that q < ci < n, for all D < i < n. But then this would imply q 4 Z, contra- 
dicting the fact that qEZ. From this (2) follows. Now the fact that 
q E Z, together with (1) and (2) above, implies p’, (p + I)‘, . . . . q’, 
(q+ I), . ..) nE {e,, . ..) ed}. From this we see easily (using the facts that 
(e , , . . . . ed) 2 (g,, . . . . gd) and q E Z) that p E Z. This proves (a). 
If (e,, . . . . cd) and (gl, . . . . gd) do not have analogous parts, then we have 
obviously G’) > (g, , . . . . gd) (since M.@) > (g, , . . . . gd)). Hence (b) and (c) 
need a proof only in the case when (e, , . . . . ed) and (g, , . . . . gd) have 
analogous parts. Let then Z (as in (a)) denote the analogous part of 
maximum length. 
(b) We note that the hypothesis in (b) implies that p # Z and hence 
we obtain (in view of (a)) q 4 Z and the D-compatibility follows trivially. 
(c) The hypotheses (e,, . . . . ed) 3 (g,, . . . . gd) and x’ E (g,, . . . . gd) 
imply that ei 2 x’ for some i, 1~ i G d. Hence we obtain x >p (by our 
definition of p). Now the hypothesis that 14 { 1 g,l, . . . . lgdl }, for some 1, 
x < I < n, implies that p $ Z. From this we obtain D-compatibility (as in (b) 
above). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.9. 
LEMMA 6.10. With notation and assumption as in Lemma 6.7, let 
r = E, + Ed. Then w(d)3 T(‘,~), k < d< n (cf Notation 5.2). 
Proof We distinguish the following three cases: 
Case 1. d=n. 
We have T(“~) = (r~,)(~‘= (a,, . . . . C;,.,  .. . cik, . . . . a,, r’, s’)~. The required 
result follows from Lemma 6.8 (note that sd= r, in this case). 
Case 2. d=n- 1. 
We have r(‘qd)= (ts,)‘+“. W e urt er iv1 e t is case into the following f h d’ ‘d h’ 
two subcases. 
Subcase 2(a). [anI cr. 
This implies sd = r (note that d = n - 1). Hence we obtain (cf. 
Lemma 6.8) 
(e,, . . . . en-,)>(f,, . . . . fn-,)=(a,, . . . . cj,, . . . . &, . . . . a,-,, r’s’)t. 
It remains to show that if (e,, . . . . e,- i) and (f,, . . . . f,- ,) have analogous 
parts, then they are D-compatible. If n,,(d) = 0 (with d=n - l), then there 
is nothing to check.. Let us then assume n,(d) > 0. This implies c, < n (since 
M’ is D-good (cf. Proposition 3.4)). Hence m,(n - 1) ( =m,) is even. If 
a,<n, then {a ,,..., a,, _ , } (and hence also {f, , . . . . f, ~, } ) has an even 
number of entries >n and the D-compatibility follows (cf. Remark 3.2(a)). 
Let then a, > n. Then we have 
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(e , , . . . . e,,- , ) 3 (~2,. . . . ii,: . . . . ci,, . . . . u,,- ,, ui,, r’)’ 
= (g,, . . . . g,,+L), say 
(note that a;, 6 n). The fact that CI,, > n implies (g,, . ..~ g,- ,) has an even 
number of entries >n. This implies (e,, . . . . e,, . , ) +(g,, . . . . g, ,) and hence 
we obtain ~c’~-“&(Ts,)‘~~” (cf. Remark 3.1(b), (c)). 
Subcase 2(b). la,,1 > r. 
We have sd= lu,J, with d=n- 1. Hence we obtain (cf. Lemma 6.8) 
(e 1. . ..> en- ,) 2 Cf,, . . . . f,,- ,) = (a,, . . . . ii, . . . . ci,, . . . . a,,+ ,, la,,/‘, s’)’ 
2 (a,, . . . . lij, . ..) li,, . . . . a,,+, , a;, S’)T 
= (g,, . ..1 g,,- I)? say 
(note that la,/‘> a;). As above, it suffices to show that if (e,, . . . . e,- ,) and 
(g , , . . . . g,- ,) have analogous parts, then they are D-compatible. Let then 
(e ,, . ..$ e,-,I and (g,, . . . . g, ~ r ) have analogous parts. As above, it suffices 
to consider the case n,,.(d) > 0. This implies c, <n and m,.(n - 1) (=m,.) is 
even. Now it is easily checked that {g,) . . . . g, ~ I ) has an even number of 
entries > n (whether a, > n or <n). The D-compatibility follows in view of 
Remark 3.1 (a). 
Case 3. d<n-2. 
With notation as in Notation 5.2(c), if (f(d), c(d)) # (0, 0), then let 
X, = (a,, . . . . cij, . . . . tik, . . . . ad, r, s’) 
X2 = (a,, . . . . ij, . . . . ci,, . . . . ad, s+), r’) 
XJ = (Ul 9 ...) bjs ...Y d,, ...) Ud, s:(d)- 1, s:(d)). 
If (l(d), c(d)) = (0, O), then let 
X0 = (a,, . . . . dji, . . . . d,, . . . . ud, r’, s’). 
Now, it suffices to show that 
,dd’ 3 xi, i= 1, 2, 3, if (I(d), c(d))# (0, 0) 
X0, if (44, 44) = (0, 0) 
(1) 
(observe that )tlCd) 3 t(3.d’ . if and only if (1) holds (cf. (V) in the proof of 
Proposition 5.3)). We have, in view of Lemma 6.8, 
)dd’ 2 Xi, i= 1, 2, 3, if c(d)#O 
x0. if c(d)=0 (2) 
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(note that sd of Lemma 6.8 is just s+) ). Hence it remains to show that if 
(e , , . . . . ed) and any of the Xi’s, 0 < id 3, have analogous parts, then they 
are D-compatible. Let 
{lei+,17-., lei+tl)={lgi+~I~~~~9 ILTi+tl}=Z, say 
be the analogous parts of maximum length. Now, in the case 
(44, c(d)) # (0, 01, letting (g,, . . . . gd)=Xi, i= 1,2,3, we have s$Z and 
hence p $ Z (since p G s). From this we obtain (cf. Lemma 6.9(a)) that q $ Z 
and the D-compatibility follows trivially. Let then (I(d), c(d)) = (0, 0) and 
let I.@ and X0 have analogous parts. Letting X0 = (g,, . . . . gd), with nota- 
tion as above, if q $ Z, then the D-compatibility is immediate. If q E Z, then 
in view of Lemma 6.9(a), we have r, s E (lei+ II, . . . . le,+,l } (since p <s). 
This implies that {le,+,l, . . . . le;+,l} and (Igi+rl,..., lg,+,l} are analogous 
parts of maximum length between MT(~) and r(“) also. Now the fact 
)rCd’+ T(~) implies (cf. Remark 3.1(a)) that m,.(d) and m,(d) are of the same 
parity. The D-compatibility between )vCd) and X,, is now immediate (note 
that X,, is obtained from T V’ by replacing r (resp. S) by r’ (resp. s’)). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 6.10. 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Let MT E W, with m,. > 0. Further, let ny satisfil Condi- 
tions A through F. Then N( w, 5) = L( w, r), for all T < 12:. 
Proof: Let T E W, and z < LV. Since N( )v, z) c L( w, T), it suffices to show 
that L(w, r) c N(M?, z). Let then p = z(r) E L(M’, 5). We distinguish the 
following two cases. 
Case 1. z=E~-E~, 1 <j<k<n. 
Now /? E L(w, r) implies that E,, - E,~ (and hence also E~~ - a,;) EM(u’, T). 
Hence we obtain 
u’ aL t(j, k) and t(k’, j’). 
This now implies that 
and hence 
(since w is D-good (cf. Proposition 3.6)). Hence (in view of Proposition 5.3) 
we obtain that 
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Case 2. x=E,+E~, I<j<k<n. 
Since fl E L.( M’, T), we have 
w aL r( j, k’) and r(k, j’) (+) 
(note that BE L(w, r) implies E,, - &ui, and E,~ - E,;E M(w, T)). We now 
distinguish this case into the following three subcases. 
Subcase 2(a). Both aj and ak are >n. 
This implies r 2 L TS, and hence we obtain w 3 TS, (since w is D-good). 
Hence we obtain 
dd’ + (TS,z)‘d), l<d<n. (1) 
Further, we have, for k < d, 
dd’ 3 TcdJ = (a,, . . . . (i,, . . . . ci,, . . . . ad, r’, s’)‘. (2) 
Hence, for k<d<n-2, if (l(d),c(d))#(O,O), we obtain w’~)>~ (a,, . . . . 
” I 
a,, . . . . ak, . . . . adr s&L, s’)- (since r’ as&- ,). This now implies (cf. 
Lemma 6.9(c)) 
dd’+ (a,, . ..! bj, . . . . ii,, . . . . ad, s:(d)- I, s’)’ (3) 
(note that s,(~) $ {a,, . . . . tij, . . . . tik, . . . . ad, s& I$ s’}). Hence we obtain, from 
(11, V), and (31, 
I1 .CdJ 3 TW), jdd<n (4) 
(note that if (I(d), c(d)) = (0,O) f or some d, k < d< n - 2, then (4) follows 
from (2) (cf. Notation 5.2)). 
Subcase 2(b). Precisely one of {a,, ak > G n. 
Using (t) and the fact that w 3 r, we see easily that M: aL rs,. Now the 
fact that w is D-good implies u’ 3 TS,. Hence we obtain 
dd’ * ( tS,yd’, 1 <d<n. (5) 
From this it follows that DE N(M:, T) (cf. Proposition 5.3; note that for 
k < d < n - 2, either (t~,)~ or T(~) is =T(‘,~)). 
Subcase 2(c). aj, ak are both Gn. 
Now (t) above implies that if ai>ak, then 
/th kth 
waL (a,. . . . . s’ . . . . . r . ... .a,) 
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jth kth 
(a,. ... .s’ . ... . r . ... .~,JE W,, but $W 
(refer to Section 3 for the definition of W,)), and if uj < ak, then 
jth kth 
waL or 
1 
(a,. . . . . s’ . . . . . r . . . . .a,) 
(a,. . . . .r’. .., .s’. . . . .a,) (=T&). 
Hence, in the case ai < Us, if I(* aL rs,, then we have, in fact, w > TS, (since 
w is D-good). This implies 
dd) $ (TS,)'d!, 1 <d<n. 
Further, for k d dd n - 2, if (I(d), c(d)) # (0, 0), then we obtain 
wfd) * (TS,) (d) = (a,, . . . . hj, . . . . 8,, . . . . Ud, I-‘, S’) aL T'='d' 
(since r’ >, s& _ I ). Now, in view of Lemma 6.9(c), we have, in fact, 
,p) 3 TW), k<d<n-2. 
The required result follows from (6) and (8). 
Now, let us assume 
jth kth 
)va:((a,. . . . .s’. . . . . j- . . . .a,)=(& say. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Now, as remarked above, q E W, , but cp 4 W. Now (9) in particular implies 
that 
dd’ 2’ ( TS,)d, j<d<k. (10) 
Hence, in view of Lemma 6.9(b), we obtain that 
dd) 3 ( TS,)'d', j<d<k (11) 
(note that a,$ d-tuple representing (TS,)'~' and aj > s 2~). Also, from 
Lemma 6.10, we have 
,+,W) > TWO, k<d<n. (12) 
Hence, from (11) and (12) we obtain (cf. Proposition 5.3(2)) that 
b E N(w, z). This completes the proof of Proposition 6.11. 
4Rljl30/l- I I 
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7. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
We follow the notation in Sections 5 and 6. We give below a criterion 
for a II’ to satisfy the relation 
X( tc) = Y(w)u (scheme theoretically). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let it’ E W. Then 
X( w ) = Y( C1’y (scheme theoretically) 
if and only if either m,,. = 0 or m,, > 0 and w satisfies Conditions A, B, C, D, 
E, and F of Section 6. 
Prooj We have X( \v) = Y(Iv)” (scheme theoretically) if and only if 
N(w, T) = L(w, T), for all 5 < )I’. 
Necessary Part. Let N( II’, T) = L(M’, T) for all T < n’. If m,. = 0, there is 
nothing to prove. Let then m,. > 0. That u’ satisfies Conditions A through 
F follows from Lemmas 6.1 through 6.6. 
Sufficiency Part. If m,,.=O, then we have obviously that 
N(rr, T) = L(n, T), for all T < r1’. Let then rn,. >O. The result that 
Nor, 5) = L( IV, T), for all T =$ rt?, follows from Proposition 6.11. 
DEFINITION 7.2. For )v, T E W, \I’ 3 T, define 
E(W, T)= (El-&k, 1 6j<k~nIT(&/-&Ek)EL(lt’, T)-N(W, T)}, 
equivalently 
E(w?, T)’ {&,-Ek, 1 <j<~dnId'TS,,-,k, but &rs,,+,}. 
THEOREM 7.3. With notation as above, we have Ye is irreducible if 
and only if w is D-good. Further, if Y(w)” is not irreducible, then 
Y(w)“= X(w) vi x(e,), 
where Bi are the maximal (under 3:) elements in 
Proof We have obviously 
E( MJ, T ) = 0 for all T< u 0 
w is E-good 
(cf. Proposition 3.5). 
(1) 
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Let Ye= X(w) umcJ X(w,) for some indexing set J. Suppose that 
Jf @. This then implies the existence of a )I’, E W such that waL ~ti, but 
w& u’i. Hence we obtain that M: is not D-good (cf. Definition 3.3). Thus, 
if u’ is D-good, then Y(u,)O is irreducible. This proves the sufficiency part 
(in view of ( 1) above) for the irreducibility of Y( w)lr. 
Let now Y( #I)” be irreducible (i.e., Y(w)” = X(w)). In view of (1) above 
(and also Proposition 3.6), it suffices to show that E(u; T) = 0, for all 
T< It’. If possible, let E(w, 5) # 0 for some T E W, T < 1%:. Let 
T(&/ - Ed) E L(\c, T) - M(M’, T) for some j, k, 1 <j < k < n. This implies that 
it’ > L TS,, - Ek, but w % TS,,~,,. Now 11’ BL TS+ Ek implies Y(Ts~,_,~) E Y(\v) 
and hence we obtain X(t.s,,~~,) E Y( \v)O = X(~V), i.e., rsq-s < )t’, a con- 
tradiction. Hence our assumption that E(M:, T) # 0 is wrong. This proves 
the necessary part for the irreducibility of Ye and hence also the first 
part of Theorem 7.3. 
To prove the second part, we see easily that it suffices to prove the 
following claim: 
If cp E W is such that cp GL M:, but cp + )t’, there exist a T < ~3, 
T<@I, and a root E~--E~EE(M:,T) such that (P=zs~~~,~. (*I 
Let H:= (c, . ‘.. .cz,,) and cp= (a,. ... . a,,). Since n! & cp, for some d, 
1 <d<n- 1, (c,, . . . . cd) and (a,, . . . . ad) have non D-compatible analogous 
parts, say 
{Ibi+,l, . . . . Ibi+,l}= {le,+,I, . . . . lei+J}= {n+ l-1, . . . . n} (in some order), 
where O<i<d-I and 
{b ,, . . . . bd} = {a,, . . . . a#; {e,, . . . . ed} = {c,, . . . . c,}~. 
This implies that there exists at least one integer r, n + 1 - I< r < n, such 
that r’E {e,, . . . . ed} and rE {b,, . . . . bd} ( in view of the non-D-compatibility). 
Let us fix the greatest such r. Let r = uj, for some j, j< d. Also, let us 
suppose that d is the largest integer <n such that (c,, . . . . cd) and (a,, . . . . ad) 
have non-D-compatible analogous parts. We now claim 
0, < 4 for some t, d< t<n. (1) 
For, if possible, let us assume that a, > n, for d < t < n. This implies that 
a, > (n + 1 -/)‘, for d< t < n. Hence we obtain that there are n - (i+ I) 
entries in {a,, . . . . a,} which are >(n+ l-1)’ (note that b,> (n+ 1 --I)‘, 
i + 1 <k < d). Hence if m denotes the number of entries in {c,, . . . . c,} which 
are > (n + 1 - I)‘, then we have m > n - (i + I) (since n! 2 L cp). Let 
m,=#{c,,k<dlc,>(n+l-I)‘} 
mz= #{c,,d<k<nIc,>(n+l-I)‘}. 
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We have m, = d- (i + I). This implies mz >, II -d and hence we obtain 
m, = n -d. Thus we get ck > n, for all d < k d n. But this would imply that 
m,,. and rnq are of opposite parity (since m,.(d) and m,(d) are of opposite 
parity). This is a contradiction (since tn,, and m, are both even). Hence our 
assumption is wrong and claim (1) follows. Let us fix ak, k > d, such that 
ak 6 n. Let ak = s. We have s < n + I- I6 r. Consider r = cps, ~ Ek (note that 
t is obtained from cp by switching r and s). We now claim 
The fact that )V 2 L T follows easily (since cp + t (obvious) and M’ > L rp). Let 
T=(/Z,...h,). 
It remains to show that for 1 < i < n - 1, (c,, . . . . ci) and (h,, . . . . hi) do not 
have non-D-compatible analogous parts. 
If i< k, then we see easily that if (c,, . . . . ci) and (h,, . . . . hi) have 
analogous parts, then they are D-compatible (since r $ (lh,l, . . . . lhil ), 
r$ the analogous parts and we have D-compatibility in view of our 
maximality assumption on v). 
If i > k, then 
(A ,, . . . . h,)T = (a,) . . . . a,)T 
and hence by our maximality assumption on d (note that i > d), we obtain 
(c I1 ..., cJT g= (A,) . . . . hi)f. 
Hence we obtain r~+s, which proves claim (2). Now we have 
This then completes proof of claim (*) and hence also Theorem 7.3. 
Remark 7.4. Let cp, )V E W be such that ki’ aL cp, but y cp. Then 
m,.>m,. 
For, with notation as in the proof of Theorem 7.3, we see (as in the 
proof of claim ( 1 ), lot. cit.) that if x of {ad+ , , . . . . a,,} are > n, then at least 
.Y of {cd+ *, . ..) c,} are >n. This together with the fact m,.(d)>m,(d) 
implies that m,. > mv. 
Remark 7.5. The fact (cf. Theorem 7.3) that there exist IV’S such that 
X(M!) # Y(~v)’ (even set theoretically) is the reason for the Briihat order 3 
in W being different from the induced order 2 L (induced from the Briihat 
order in S,,). 
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Remark 7.6. There can exist M, E W, such that Ye is not equi-dimen- 
sional. For example, for M:= (14’653’2) in X)(12), we have 
Y( H’ y = X( M’) u X( cp), 
where 
cp = (165432) 
(note that dim X(w) = 12, while dim X(p) = 10). 
Remark 7.7. Let it: E W, say w = (c, . . . . . c,). Then it can be seen 
without much difficulty that Y(~v)” is equi-dimensional if and only if M 
satisfies the following: 
Let (rj, s,), 1 < i 6 1, be all the pairs of integers such that 
(a) sic r,, 
(b) r:=c,,, s:=ck, , l<ji<ki<n, 
(c) r,+ 1, ri+2, . . . . nE {Ic,l, ICA, . . . . Ick,-,l}. 
Then 
jj < t < kj 
ki<t<n 
l<j,<j,< ... <j,<k,<k,< ... <k,<n. (2) 
It can be seen easily that when the above set of conditions holds, we have 
Y( w y = X(w) (j X( W.;), 
i= I 
where \vi, 1 <i< 1, is obtained from ~3 by switching r: (resp. si) and ri 
(resp. si). 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix, we state the results of [7] in a more compact form. We 
keep the notation in [7]. Let iv, T E W, with M’ 3 T. Let a E R+ and p = r(r). 
Let T(M., r) be the Zariski tangent space to X(w) at e(r). 
THEOREM 1. Let G be classical. Then T(w, T) is spanned by 
{ xp, I dd) 3 TCZJ), 1 < d < n >, n!here r’c,d’ E Wpd is given as 
T(z’d) = (TS,)‘d), if a=Ej-Ek, ldj<k<n. 
In the rest of the cases, T”-~) is given as follows. 
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The Synlpkectic Group Sp(2n). Let T = (a, . . . a>,,). 
(1) x=2&,, 16 j<n. 
T’x’d’ = (TS,)‘d’, 1 <d<PZ. 
(2) zi=&.,+Ek, l<j<k<n. 
Let s = min{lu,l, Ia,1 }, r = max{ /ail. lakl }, 
rw) = (rs,)‘d’, if d<k 
(a, ) . ..) bj, . . . . b,, . ..( Ud, s’: r)T, if k6ddn. 
The Orthogonal Group SO( 2n + 1). Let T = (a, . . . . a*,, + L ). 
(1) Z=Ej+Ek. l<j<k<n. 
(a) If d<k or d=n, then 
T’x’d’ = (TSl)‘d’. 
(b) Ifkdddn-1, then let s=min{lu,l, lu,l}, r=max{luJ, 1~~1). 
Define si, 0 < i < c(d), as the integers 
r=s,<s,<s?< ... <s,,d,<n 
such that si$ (la,l, . . . . lu,l}, i#O. If p recisely one of {u,, uk} is >n, then 
r(x.d’ = (a,, . . . . bj, . . . . ci,, . . . . ad, s’, r)f. 
If u.j, uk are either both >n or both <n, then 
Ttyqd’= (U,, . . . . (ii. . . . . ci,, . . . . Udr S:,,,, S’)‘. 
(2) z=cj, l<j$n. 
Define s;, 0 < i G m(d), as the integers 
so= lajl <s,<s,< ... <smtd,<n 
such that si# {la,/, . . . . la,l}, i#O. 
rbd) = (dd’, if d<jor d=n 
(aI, . . . . cj,? . . . . ad? .&d))‘, if j<d<n- 1. 
The Orthogonal Group SO(2n). Let T = (a, . ... ‘a,,,) and r = ~~ + Ed, 
l,<j<k<n. 
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(a) If d<k or >n-2, then 
p.d’ = (~S,)(d’, 
(b) If kbd<n-2, then let s=min{la,l, la,l}, r=max{lu,l, 1~~1). 
Define s,, -f(d) < i d c(d), as the integers 
s<sL,,~,<s~,,~,+,< ... <s-,<so=r<s,<s2< ... <sctd,<n 
such that si$ { la,l, . . . . ladI }, i # 0. If p recisely one of {uj, uk} is >n, then 
+4 = (a,, . ..) iij, . . . . tik, . . . . ad, s’, r)T. 
If uj, uk are either both >n or both Gn, then 
p.4 = 
{ 
(a 17 ..., hj, ...: bk, ...v Ud, S:(d) ~ 17 S’)‘, if (44, ~(4) Z (0, 0) 
(al, . . . . iij, . . . . cik, . . . . ad, r’, s’)~, if (I(d), c(d)) = (0,O). 
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